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Swedish voiceless stoPs are aspírated in prestress and un-

aspirated in poststress position' (Aspiration will in the

following be taken as the interval from stop release to the

onset of glottal vibrations for a following segment') This-

difference r¿ithin the set of unvoiced stops is, howeverr not

phonemic in Swedish but $¡hen it occurs aspiration serves as

one of the cues for the distinction bet\teen voiced and voice-

less sÈops since the former are always unaspirated'

Studies of subglottal pressure during the production. of

Sr¡edish stops, Löfqvist (1975), reveal no difference in this

parameter related to aspiraÈíon and the results are in agree-

ment r¡ith a model of respiratory activity in speech ¡¡hich

assumes that the respiratory system, ceteris paribus''

generates a constaût subglottal pressure irÎespective of the

presence or absence of aspiration after the stoP telease'

The coßtrol of aspíration would thus seem to depend on the

coordination of glottal and suþraglottal articulations' In

thisconnectionl^'eeannotethatthedifferenceinclosure.
duration between Swedish voiced and voiceless stoPs is

rather suall except in those positions where the latter are

unaspirated, Karlsson and Nord (197O) , Löfqvist (1973) ;

this is mainl-y due to an íncrease in cl-osure duration for

the voiceless set in these positions' From this ¡¡e níght

hypothesize that the presence or absence of aspiratíon for

the voiceless stops in Sr¡edish is related to the duration

of the oral closure.

This hypothesis is strengthened by the data given in Pigure
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Figure 1. Aspiration (A) plotÈed
(C) for voiceless sÈops
under differenÈ sÈrees
words.

against closure duration
in various positions and

conditions in bisyllabic



I ror

1, which shor¡s the duration of the period of aspiratíon (A)

plotted .against the duration of the ocelusion (C) for

voiceless stops in various positions and unde¡ diffetent

stress conditions in bisyllabic words; each point répre-

sents the mean of 35 tokens and a negaÈive correlation is

apparent between aspiration and closure duration (r = -O'9) '
A sinple model for the control of aspiration in St¡edish

voiceless stops based on these results r¡ou1d assuúe thât the

gt-ottal gestu¡es a¡e invariant and that the duration of the

oral closure controls the arnount of aspiration' If the

release occurs while the glortis is still open the stop will

be aspirated, if it occurs ¡¡hen the glottis is already

closed the stop is unaspirated and the degTee of aspiration

depends on when the release occurs io relation to Èhe

glottal gesture.

To get. a Picture of Ëhe glottel activity Photoglottoþraphic
recordings were made during the production of the saûe test

ma.teriaL, an example of qrhich is shown in Figure 2 ' Let us

for the moment concentrate on the tirning of the glottal

movements in relation to the supraglottal events and return

later to the size of the glottal opening. The transillumi-

natiori technique does not give an adequate measure of the

degree of glottal opening since the anplitude of the signal

depends, inter a1ia, on the relative positions of light

sou!ce and 1íght sensor and these positions change during

the recoràing session; the temporal relationships in the

curve appear, however' to remain stable irrespective of sueh

changes. For the facts to be compatíb1e with the model out-

lined above we ¡¡ou1d expect among other things that the

interval from inplosion to peak glottal opening remains

stable across different positions. A Ptot of aspiration
(A) versus the interval fron implosion to Peak glottal

opening (T), Figure 3, shows no correlation (r = o'04)

and thus seems to be in agreemenÈ \rith the model as far as

tining in bisyllabic words are concerned; a fair agreement

can also be found r^rith the ¡nateïial presented in Liodqvist

(r972).
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Figure 2 Record of the utterance trMen se
igentt. The curves represent fron
bottom, oral air flow, oral air
photogiottogran and signal fron
microphone.
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If we try !o extend the model to stoPs in words with more

syllables it turns out, however' that the situatíon is not

that ue¿E. A plot of aspiration versus closure duration for

stops in words with 2, 3 and 4 syllables, Figure 4' shows

Èhe same negative correlation (Ï = -O'5) but several cases

can be seen where this relation does not hold' Furthermore'

aspiration appea¡s not to decrease beyond a certain limit

and when this limit is reached a further increase in closure

duration has no effect. At the same time the ploL of aspi-.

ration against the inÈerva1 from implosion Eo peak glottal

opening for the same material, Figure 5, reveals a positive

correlatio¡ (¡ = O ' 7) indicating that peak glottal opening'

tends to occur earlier during the occlusion for the un-

aspirated and less aspirated stops '

The results obtained Lhus far suggest thât several strate-

gies can be used in the producÈion of voiceless stoPs for

the control of aspiration. One is Eo change che length of

!he closure period; in the unaspirated case an increase

means that the glottis gets time to return to a position

suitable for voicing to occur prior to the release of the

or¿l closure. Anotheï is to vary the momenÈ at r¡hich

glotEal abduction and adduction occur and perhaps also the

speed of rhe glottal movements. If peak glottal opening

occurs late during the occlusion this ensures that the

glottis is open at the release in the aspirated case and

if it occurs early the glotÈis will be closed at the release

in Ehe unâspirated case; for Èhe unaspirated stops the

abduction may start di¡ring the preceding segment and thus

cause the stoP to be preaspirated. These tvro strategies

seem to be combined in the production of Swedish voiceless

unaspirated stops. A third strategy involves variations in

the magniEude of the glotÈa1- opening; a reduction of peak

glotEal opening tends Eo occur in those positions v¡here the

stress pattern of the word makes the closure duration of

the aspirated stoPs quiÈe short'

Às ¡¿as mentioned above the transillumination Èechnique can
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Figure 3

1

Aspiration
implosion
less stops
ent stress

(A) plotted against Èhe interval from
to peak gloÈtal opening (T) for voice-
in various positions and under differ-
conditions in bisyllabic q¡ords.



not give a quantitative Picture of the degree of glottal

opening. Inspection of the records and comparisons of

glottal opening for stops ¡¡ithin the same test word do'

however, suggest thTo general tendencies' Peak glottá1

opening is related Eo closure duration and increases with

it. Glottal opening at the moment of release, suggested by

Kin (197O) to be che determining factor for aspiraÈion' is

related to aspiraÈion and tends to be larger the longer

the period of aspiration. ÀÈ the same ti¡re it shoul-d be

noted that countelexamples to both these generalizations

can be found.

The material discussed above suggesÈs a framework for

studying the relations between cl-osure duration, voicing

and aspiration in stop producÈion and various straÈègies

used for the control of aspiration in various languages'
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Figure 4
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Aspiration (A) plotÈed against closure duraÈion (C)
for voiceless stops in various positions and under
different stress condíÈions in words nith 2, 3 and
4 sy1lables.
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Fígure 5 Aspiration (A) Plotted against the.inÈerval from
iurplosion to peäk glottai opening (1) for voiceless
stãps in variôus positions and under different stless
conãitions in words ltith' 2, 3 and 4 syllab1es'




